I am in a big city talking to other junior researchers who wants to move to the English capitol. We are actually there and I try to film one of them from Turkey while he whistles across a bridge. He actually moves too fast and we try again but this time he starts whistling a very childish song.
I am in a bar with my girlfriend's students. One of her older colleagues is looking for her and two students tell us that she has gone with other male students to a private room. I then go up a closed escalator to try to look for her but only find an empty room with a young girl guarding.
I am with two real estate agents looking at a property for sale near my mountain house. It is very old but they tell me that I could automatically inherit the field behind it if the owner dies. I then rush to my other neighbour to ask the latter's number even though they want to try without it.
I am in a Russian city carrying an Arab kid on my shoulders. He is actually my kid and we end up in a Hindu temple. As we start exploring it we loose track of his mother and I take him down to examine his face. I then realize that he also looks Japanese but I am not sure how it has happened.
I am at my mother's place with her hairdresser. She takes me to her shop and makes me pay a high bill for an haircut even though my hairs are already short. A guy comes to cut them and another lifts me up in the air and makes my entire body rotate several times before putting me down.
I am in my former parents-in-law's kitchen. It is evening already and I have to take my kid to the airport to go on holiday in Italy but they decide that he should stay. I then remember how beautiful and sunny it was there and I try to tell them that we still have time to go to the airport.
I am seating in a park with my girlfriend looking a young scout sticking a big timber in the ground. It is too big for her and I go to help her placing some stones around it to keep it straight up. Her leaders come to thank me and the other scouts on the other side stretch a banner connect to it.
I am on a speed train going over a swamp. A tourist guide tries to read a map to find out where we are and she finally sees that we are approaching a small village. Everyone is going back to the English capital but I stay and find all the boats tied on trees with small pigs guarding them.
I am in the cafeteria of a famous university with an American girl and her Asian friend. The latter wants to marry me but I really don't want to and I run away. I then end up in the garden of my new house where there is a German girl. She is vacuum cleaning the grass and also wants to marry.
I am walking on a path in Poland and realize that everyone is walking in groups of three. They are all leaving some space where I can run and I decide to make a movie in which I also sing a rock song. There is a crew already filming me and I stop to talk to them but they tell me to continue.
I am in a classroom at night shaking hands to every students. They are actually standing in a line and I realize that they are going on a field trip. I keep walking to the very end greeting every one but then reach one guy that is seating. He doesn't want to shake my hand as I am not following.
I am in a hotel room with my Polish friend and start packing his small backpack with my equipment. I even manage to squeeze in my laptop hoping that he can bring it up north. He is actually not going there directly and I realize that he will be a whole month on vacation down south.
I am looking at a magazine and find the advertisement of a sex show. It is announced in three different locations and I realize that the first one is at my place. It is actually my girlfriend who will open the event and I feel very strange. She is photographed above the announcement laying naked.
I am in a theatre acting in a performance. As we are about to finish I tell all the other actors to start dancing a folk song with the audience. I then go all the way to the exit and a famous director comes to shake my hand explaining me that he wants to take a photo with me. He has a robot body.
I am in my native town and talk to a gallerist who has a new gallery there. He knows about my work and shows me the small paintings he has in his gallery. He points at one that resembles my paintings and I tell him that I can also make a small version for him although they are not the same.
I am in a park and realize that I need to go to the airport. My mother has my passport and I call her to tell her to hurry up and drive there. I then throw the phone on the grass and pass in front of a car to park in front of the terminal. It is my parents' car and I go to the check-in to fill the visa.
I am at a small bakery trying to decide what kind of bread I should get. The brother of the shop assistant is behind me and gets several sweet loafs out of the counter. He is actually on the way and his sister also starts squeezing me from the other side asking me all sorts of private questions.
I am in a classroom after I have been skipping several history classes. I then ask a Korean student for the old assignments and walk to the city searching for a copy shop. I actually fall down and drop them on a street. I pick them up again in random order and bring the pile back to the student.
I am in an apartment and hear my stepfather asking about a phone number that tried to call him. I then look it up on the Internet and get back to him saying that it is from another doctor. I am actually holding a dirty handkerchief with one hand and he gets really angry about it jellying at me.
I am with my sister in a condo where my parents are hiding expensive cars. She is actually only going to the sauna and I tell me mother that they are not my parents unless they show me these cars. She then takes me on the side of a river where she presses a button to take me underwater.
I am biking with my girlfriend back to the English capital but loose her. I then keep walking on the side of a big river but the path gets really narrow and crowded. There are a lot of young people going in a house to party and I try to cross them but there is a bad looking guy and the path ends.
I am in the house of a policeman with two other women. He takes them to bed and I see that he is making love to the ugliest one. He is actually looking at me as I could take the other woman for myself and I go out to tell the priest but realize that it is also his house and organizes these things.
I am walking on a side walk with two friends and we hurry through a crowd to see a girl. It is actually my old history teacher and we smuggle in a villa to show him our art collection. As my friend steals some money I show him two sculptures even though I don't know what they represent.
I am in a park walking with my girlfriend when a white painted bushman starts throwing rocks with a rope. We then hurry inside a building where I Japanese guy is also standing with a sling. I destroy it but his prime minister is there and wants to interrupt relationships with the West.
I am on a bus with my kid and realize that he wants to go to the commemoration of a dictator. There is also another man who asks where is the commemoration and a woman tells him that it is in the next stop. We then get ready to go out but I realize that everyone is blond and I am too dark.
I am in an apartment and wake up in the middle of the night. I actually find my girlfriend sleeping naked with an old woman and I tell her to please dress up and move in another bed. She then goes to sleep in the sofa and I try to cheer her up while the old lady cook for us but she kicks me out.
I am in a basketball field outdoor and realize that I am tall white man. There is actually a woman from a TV show and she gets me to play against a professional black player. I then run with my keys to the basket and manage to score several times but then he gets busy talking on the phone.
I am next to a river with my girlfriend's friends. I feel quite bored and decide to cross on the other side. It is very shallow and I easily manage but then also my girlfriend comes with her old bike. I first think that she will stay with me but I soon realize that she is on her way to a meeting.
I am driving a big car back to a rental station. I actually signed up for an extra day and start driving again but then decide to go back and ask if it is they right car. An agent tells me that it is but I suddenly remember that my son is at the airport waiting for me and I should go picking him.
I am in my newly bought house walking up the stairs. It is actually very old and I find a terrace I never saw. I seat outside and realize that it is very nice with the sun in my face and a nice view. As I start to really enjoy it I realize that the only problem is my brother-in-law who leaves next to us.
I am talking to an Italian couple about an American city. The guy is really impressed with it and likes it very much but I actually find it very expensive. He then tells me about another American city where only Italians live. They even have a park with hyena there to symbolize their presence.
I am in a small bedroom talking to my best friend. I am trying to convince him to land me a room in his apartment but he tells me that it is already listed on a website. I then ask him if I can pay him directly but he wants me to do all the payment through the website without any discount.
I am at a university conducting an interview with the librarian. He is showing me the structure of their university on a website and then gives me a few articles by a Swedish scholar. As I am walking out I notice a monitor playing an interview conducted by this scholar to an American athlete.
I am inside a mountain shelter with some local friends. It is actually a small restaurant owned by one of them and he asks what kind of dish we would like. I order a Florentine stake and he comes back with a dish with a different name and I realize that it is the same of the mountains place.
I am in a museum and realize that an old art professor is playing my musical notations on a piano. There are actually all the different parts of project on show but an electronic display is missing. I then tell a student to fix it but he starts using a lighter to solder two broken cables together.
I am at a restaurant with my best friend and my sister. We are waiting for our old classmates to come but realize that we forgot to invite one guy. As we discuss what to do we see another girl going in front of us to enter the toilette. She is looking back and we realize we also forgot about her.
I am in a swimming pool with my son and he points at a classmates who is bullying him. I then call him to walk to our side and tell him to get in the water all dressed. He does so and we start running away up on a corridor to the side of the pool awaiting for him to take revenge on us.
I am in the small garden of a mountain cottage talking to my old Italian room mate. As I try to explain him that it is too early for me to take him to the airport he throws a small red ball down in the forest. It is not too far from the fence and I am about to go down to pick it but I want some rope.
I am looking at a tabloid and read about a famous hockey player. He is actually retired but his wife is still an active ice skating dancer. After she started turning her face into that of a witch she became more famous than him and her photo is now making it in all the newspapers first page.
I am in an electronic shop and realize that the owner is from my village. I then ask him for a portable display I need for my project and he shows me a cheap one. I have actually already bought it there for much more money and I await for the price while he lays on a counter to do yoga.
I am following a boy to his family villa and tell him how my kid will have a villa all for himself. As I get inside I realize that it is actually that villa and his mother and stepfather comes forward. The later wants me to sign a baseball hat and I do so but then realize that it is a custody contract.
I am in a museum walking across the hallway and realize that a German translator has been waiting for me. He has two soft sticks in his hand and I tell him to follow me to my installation but then realize that his time is expired and that I have accidentally booked for another translator.
I am in a forest lighting a fire with my family. Our dogs start barking and I take a metal stick to check what is the matter. We are actually inside a university and I run back to warn my family but activate a flood of orange soda that brings a lot of beer glasses down the staircase to everyone.
I am walking through the Swedish capital and end up in the middle of a marathon. I recognize a lot of Italians and reach a church. The service is almost over and I get in line for the communion but some of the Italians get in front of me. I then push them aside and hear that they will sue me.
I am in a parking lot at night and reach my scooter. There is actually a Spanish woman with a motorcycle of the same brand and she wants to take a picture of us together. I then take the helmet out of my seat but realize that my scooter is very old and dusty compared to her motorcycle.
I am next to a fountain with the brother of a classmate. He actually tells me how the latter has also a fountain in Eastern Europe but the water cannot be regulated and it comes out at different intensities. I then notice how there is a second fountain with berries and realize that they are mine.
I am in a dean office with my old Italian room mate. He is playing a simple guitar piece that he has been practising for a long time. In the end the dean gives him the musical notations of a whole new piece that is much more difficult and he refuses to play but then he tries and he is really good.
I am with my girlfriend in the house she has just bought for us. I have never seen it before and I realize that the garden is very big. I then start counting how many meters it is and I realize that it can certainly host my project. As I go back to hug her I find that the garden is on the side of a hill.
I am walking at night in a city with the founder of an organization. I have just curated an exhibition for him and he tells me that several members are interested to contribute to my future exhibitions with other artists they have exhibited. I am not sure about them and we come to a sunk bridge.
I am in a small square with two teachers asking their students a set of difficult questions. As I try to escape I hear them asking a family friend. His family has actually donated all the bricks to build their school and I end up inside. The latter is actually a black guy and I seat next to his sister.
I am driving with my son and suddenly go down to a parking lot of an hotel to protect us from a termite infestation. I then start downloading some old bikes for us but a guard comes. I then explain to him that we had to park here because of a termite infestation and he lets us stay.
I am walking in a city and start to get chased by an old Arab woman. She wants my shoes and I try to get away fro her. She keeps following me and I finally end up in the main church of my native village. It is filled with people and I keep walking to the altar but she keeps behind me.
I am with my girlfriend looking for a shop where to buy a present to an old friend's kid. I then take her to a shop to buy some dry fruit but there are a lot of other costumers. As I look around I only find some small ceramic handles that could be nice for small kids but they are too expensive.
I am biking in a countryside and come to a factory. As I bike next to it I realize that it is made of red branches intertwined all around it. There are no windows and the shapes is actually that of a space shuttle but as I bike away I realize that it must have been built around an actual factory.
I am in a bedroom with my girlfriend. There is already a couple in the bed but she gets naked and also wants me there. I insist that we should go upstairs but she doesn't want to. I then go to my own apartment but it is very cold and I realize that I have already rented it out to a Greek woman.
I am at my parents' mountain place and hear a man arrive with an old pick up. He is actually selling it to me and I get dressed with another friend as if we were going on a serious hike. We then go to meet the man and I start to play with construction bricks while he talks about his properties.
I am in a small square with my stepfather and my sister. There is actually a piano in front of me and I wish my sister to teach me how to play it. She then starts to play a famous classic piece but she is too fast and I cannot follow her. I then leave and look for another piano where to learn alone.
I am driving with my girlfriend with newly installed gas tanks. As we stop at a gas station we are actually naked and I hand the car key to the shop assistant to put some gasoline. He does so but realizes that the gas tanks are licking. He then opens the trunk to fix a big pipe but it is too old.
I am in a big bike shop and the owner tells me that I can work there. I then get a wrench a bike component to dismantle but I don't know how to do it and I wish that my Sicilian room mate would get the job. As I try to figure things out the owner keeps talking to me and I decide to improvise.
I am in the park of a villa with a rich man. It is actually my villa and we are waiting for my former relatives. They are actually arriving by helicopter as they did the previous year and we see them coming in the back of the garden. My former brother-in-law is driving and he lands really nicely.
I am in a market and hear a local talking to another guy about his skills as a drummer. I then go talk to him and ask if he wants to be part of my band but realize that he is just learning to play on metal plates and he is not quite right in his head. As he starts going closer around me I leave.
I am at a conference and go with other participants in a corridor where different academics have put up a stand with their work. The first one is an American ethnographer standing inside and reciting quotes from an old book. It is very boring and I decide to move on but I am told it is my turn.
I am in a dining room with my sister. She is actually talking to the owner of a shop in our native mountains and tries to explain to him the kind of land I wish to buy. She is actually confused and I pick up the phone but cannot hear from him. I then tell him of his friend I met in the States.
I am walking with a girl to a bus stop. I am actually carrying her heavy suitcases and realize she could have placed them in the locker at the station. She already bought the tickets and stops to call her American father but as soon as we start walking again I realize that we have no suitcases.
I am in a swimming pool but don't go inside. It is too small and I see a local guy bathing in the middle and talking about how good it is to have immigrants around him. There is actually a lot of Arab guys and they start going around hugging in pairs. I then see the local changing his mind.
I am in the hall of a Japanese company. It is actually a small parliament with all the chairmen seated in a triangle. The one on top asks the ones below to vote and they start going through a set of questions whether a product is red. Everyone agrees that it is so but one who thinks it is orange.
I am with two friends looking for a movie on-line. It is very special and I don't think I will find it but actually come to a website where it is playing from the middle. I then rewind it to the beginning to see the title and find that it is displayed among the target plates of many cars passing by.
I am at a party with my old friends and tell them to wrap up. Everyone gets ready to leave but one guy who lays on a chair. I confront him and he stands up to beat me but I take him in a smaller room and getting me down to the ground. I then leave with another friend who defends him.
I am walking in a city at night with a friend and pass by an old and beautiful girlfriend walking with another friend. I wave at her and she really doesn't understand who I am. I then walk backward and she finally realizes that is me. As she tries to kiss me we end up kissing briefly in the mouth.
I am checking for an apartment for sale and find one at the bottom of a building. I already know it is very expensive and I walk upstairs where I see a small wooden table I could take. As I decide to leave it I hear the real estate agent coming in and I walk again below but decline his offer to go in.
I am walking to a mall and see a lady inside a car jellying at a shop. I then look at her running inside and see a gypsy lady running out dressing a fur jacket. I walk inside the mall and see that she was more elegant than me as I am only wearing an open pullover with a Canadian t-shirt under.
I am in an hotel with many other business men wearing a suit. I am also wearing a suit and go with them to choose a room where to sleep. I take the first one even though there are already two men inside. One of them actually leaves and I realize that it was possible to sleep anyway in three.
I am at the entrance of a reception and walk inside. My department professor is actually stapling the tickets and I give him one that unfolds in many tickets. While I give another to his wife he gives me a dish with pasta and tuna. I then go in the restaurant but the best seats are already taken.
I am with my Polish friend at a party and we get approached by two Russian girls. One of them is very skinny and start hugging me and I try to move her away before my girlfriend sees us. She actually does and leaves without saying hi to us. I also go to a locker to pick my things and follow her.
I am in a bike shop and realize that it is very busy. As I walk all the way to the end I also realize that they got back a shop assistant. I don't say hi to him and check some nice leather belts for me and my kid. I take two and walk to the cashier but then realize that one of them is too expensive.
I am in an auditorium helping to prepare for a conference. The organizer asks me to paint green all the furnitures and I start doing so even though it is very late already and I will have to work all night. I actually spill color on the floor and realize that I have also to put up my exhibition there.
I am in a garden eating a whole package of ice cream that my kid got from a classmate. The latter actually arrives by car with his mother and I try to hide the ice cream but I can see that his mouth is also very dirty with chocolate. I am therefore relieved that I didn't have to share it with them.
I am in a swimming pool with other people and swim really fast diagonally. A man is actually looking at me and starts chasing me to the changing room. I try to run away but he blocks me at a bench and lays on top of me. I then realize that he is my girlfriend and I put a finger inside her.
I am with my girlfriend at night and we break in a small villa. There is a big wooden sculpture of a saint inside and I pick the hand to pretend that I am playing with the feet. I want my girlfriend to photograph but she keeps behind and by the time she moves in the front the owner comes.
I am in a vineyard with my spiritual friend who has been escaping from another man. He then tells me that he was caught and apologized calling him a master. The latter forgave him after my friend took him to a big wall where they spray painted together the name of an Italian mountain.
I am at my parents' mountain place seating alone and preparing a salad. I pick a mozzarella to cut and realize that it is hard but then my cousin comes in to announce that my parents have bought a new car for me and it consumes far less. I will then be able to go up north with little money.
I am in my mountain village looking inside the barn I think of buying. Two of my neighbours are actually there and tell me how they would cement it all up. I then look at a nice wooden frame and one of them says that it would throw it away with the rest but I want to sand blast it.
I am in a museum and realize that there is a big mirror standing in the hallway. I then wait for my curator friend to come and tell me whether he like is or not but he is late and I see that two technicians are trying to put a DVD in my screen. I then tell them that it is mine but I have no DVD.
I am in a caffetteria where my colleagues are reunited. I actually have a cup where I have added the tea of a famous man and I wonder if the water looks like him but someone has drunk it. I then take a bowl of salad and go to the elevator to reach my room but it takes me to a train station.
I am out in a small square and hear my parents. They are in a bar jellying at my son who is walking away with two old friends. As I think that they are going to smoke weed and that my son is too small I realize that he is actually my girlfriend and there won't be any problem if they do it.
I am with a gang walking inside the corridor of an abandoned building. They are going to kill the boss of another gang and I walk back to the place where he had his room with a nice view to the rail road. I then walk out but realize that they have killed our driver and I go back in to tell a girl.
I am at a riverside with an assasin and I put him to fish. I then ask him to digit the secret code to explode his camera but he calls one of my friends next to him. He wants to be filmed but my friend stubs him from behind and the assassin drowns while another friend jells his name in the water.
I am at the airport and cannot find my check-in gate. I start to panic and ask a hostess but she explains to me that my flight will depart in the night and I have to go up to a special gate. She also tells me that I will be grouped with with a few other passengers and we will have our own cabin.
I am walking out of a fancy villa with two friends at night. There is a fancy jeep parked on top of the staircase and I remember that it was parked below. As we walk down I realize that our relatives are spying on us. I am actually also quite fancy looking and carry a bag of expensive clothes.
I am on my way to the airport with my girlfriend and see a few immigrants climbing down the building. I then point them out to the German police but they are around the corner and they don't react. As we go up the escalator I get afraid that the immigrants revenge and hit me from behind.
I am at a big wedding with my old friends and wait for food. They only come with new drinks and my best friend asks me up to test my strength. I then try to hold him and hit him but really don't like the game and decide to go back to seat. He is drunk and I avoid seating close to him again.
I am in squatted building with my girlfriend walking on the bottom floor. We come to the studio of an older artist who is seating on a sofa watching a game on TV. My girlfriend then seats with him and they start chatting together but I start feeling quite upset and leave to explore the upper part.
I am in a big city by a small river at night and go in together with a top model. She actually drowns and an old friend tells me to rescue her. I then try to swim all the way to the bottom but it is too dark. I come up again but then they turn on the lights under the rivers and I see that she is alive.
I am in a big villa of a rich lady and see a black car approaching. It is actually an officer with an immigrant boy and he demands that he should be hosted inside. The rich lady doesn't care and I take him upstairs to play a game with female immigrant who has previously arrived from the Baltic.
I am at my family friend dentist with a cavity. He looks into it right away and I lay on the chair to let me look in my mouth. He then takes the drill and in no time he is finished. As I stand up I realize that he is wearing his sunglasses and doesn't want me to pay but starts with another patient.
I am walking in a small city and come to a road with nice buildings. It is actually very dangerous and I decide to seat in a small square. There is a girl in front of me and I explain to her that I try to make my scars heal. I have a little one on a foot but it is very big and bleeding behind my arm.
I am going at night to a station blocked by immigrants. I then go down a platform where my train is leaving and get ready to throw a can at a guy writing pro immigration graffiti. I actually go to help him and make a beautiful painting of a man with a raincoat going all the way to another wall.
I am driving on the hills looking for a barn for sale. I have a map with a description but I cannot find the place where to turn. I then drive back to a village and ask a man but he also doesn't know. As he is trying to ask somebody else I noticed that the barn is down in a valley and I don't like it.
I am biking in my old American campus by a new glass building. As I reach the main building at the end of the road I notice that it is also renovated. I then try to look for my old office but all the people have also changed. As I almost give up the old secretary arrives and I am happy to see him.
I am seating at a big desk with two researchers doing their post-doc. One of them is on my side and I cannot really see her but the other is seating right in front of me. She starts speaking and I realize that she is from Japan even though her father is European and she looks very Arabic.

